
 1. Pairing the remote
Connect battery/charger (Roller – press the motor ‘Program’ button to wake up).
Select channel on remote (5 channels).
Press UP and DOWN on the remote simultaneously.
The blind will jog, the blind is paired.

2. Check the motor direction 

If wrong Press and hold MY until blind jogs.

3. Setting the limits 

Move blind to the desired top position, Press MY to stop.
Press MY and DOWN simultaneously.
The blind will start to lower on its own. This indicated the previous step has been registered. 
Press MY when near lower limit; Press UP/DOWN to fine-tune.
Press MY and UP simultaneously (this will take the blind to the confirmed top position).
When blind is in the top position hold MY, until the blind jog.
Quickly tap PROGRAM on the rear of the remote, the blind will jog.

4. Setting mid-point
Lower the blind to desired Mid-Point, Press MY to stop, Press UP/DOWN to adjust.
Press and hold MY until blind jogs (this may take a few seconds).

NB Roman blinds
When using the mid-point on a Roman blind, you will notice the blind goes to the bottom limit before the middle point.

Move away from any limits i.e. Press DOWN. 
Press and hold UP and DOWN simultaneously until the blind jogs.
Press DOWN and MY simultaneously until the blind jogs.

5. Adjusting limits
To adjust a limit after the programming mode has been exited (after initial limit setting) follow the steps:

Move to the limit that requires adjustment using the ‘UP’ OR ‘DOWN’ buttons.
Once the blind has stopped, Press and hold the ‘UP’ and ‘DOWN’ buttons simultaneously until the blind jogs.
Adjust the limit using the ‘UP’ and ‘DOWN’ buttons.
Once at the new limit, press and hold the ‘MY’ Button until the blinds jogs. 
The new limit should now be set.

6. Add multiple blinds to a ‘control all’ channel 
Once the individual blinds have all been paired and programmed to their individual channels you can copy the blind  
onto another channel or control all channel.

Select the channel you would like to be the ‘control all’ channel.
Press and hold the ‘PROGRAM’ button on the motor until the blind jogs.
Quick press the red ‘PROGRAM’ on the back of the remote control until the blind jobs.
The blind should now work on the new channel.
Complete the process for any other blinds.

SOMFY motorised instructions



If at any point you go wrong with the programming, reset the motor on the blind 
and start again. Press the Motor Program button for 3 jogs.

Please see our support hub on the Hillarys website for help guides and FAQ’s
https://www.hillarys.co.uk/electric-blinds-customer-support/

Up button - blind will go up.

My button - press to stop blind at any point 
and press to take blind to pre-set ‘Mid-point’.

Down button - blind will go down.

Channel button - press the button and the  
4 lights will change channel. 

There are 5 channels in total.

Remote program button - press to link with 
smart hub or during blind programming.

PROG


